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Abstract

A statistical study of magnetic cloud parameters and geoeffectiveness is presented in this work, based on the analysis

of 149 magnetic clouds during the period 1966–2001. The distributions of maximum magnetic field strength, solar wind

speed and southward magnetic field inside the clouds were determined for the whole data set and for subsets classified

according to the magnetic cloud polarity (rotation in Z or Y directions). The geoeffectiveness was determined by

classifying the number of magnetic clouds followed by intense, moderate and weak magnetic storms, and by calm

periods. It was found that around 77% of the magnetic clouds are geoeffective, i.e., they were followed by intense or

moderate geomagnetic storms ðDstp� 50nTÞ. Considering also weak storms ðDstp� 30 nTÞ, 97% of MCs were

followed by geomagnetic activity. When considering polarity, each magnetic cloud subset has a slightly different

geoeffectiveness, which is in agreement with the differences observed in their parameter distributions. The NSY� was

observed to be the less geoeffective of the MC subsets, with 66.6% of this class events being followed by intense or

moderate storms, against 73.0% of SNYþ, 80.0% of the Y, 83.3% of the NSY� and 85.7% of the SNY�. The

Bpeak–Vpeak relation was confirmed for the magnetic clouds with rotation in Z direction.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The existence of certain volumes of plasma moving at

high speeds from the Sun to Earth to explain intense

geomagnetic storms has been postulated long before the

space age. According to Burlaga (1995) this concept was

introduced in the early 1930s (Chapman and Ferraro,

1931; Gold, 1959, 1962). The observation of the

interplanetary remnants of solar ejecta and their main

characteristics was inferred in the early epoch of solar

wind observations (Gosling et al., 1973). These flows
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserve
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were called clouds, plasma clouds, nascent streams, flare

streams, magnetic tongues, jets, magnetized plasma

clouds, bottles, and bubbles. After observations in situ,

such flows have been called postshock flows, drivers,

transients, plasma clouds, flare ejecta, coronal mass

ejections (CMEs), interplanetary CMEs (ICMEs), ejec-

ta, and magnetic clouds (MCs). According with the

American Geophysical Union (AGU) index set, the term

ejecta is used for interplanetary flows and CMEs for

the mass ejection that can be seen moving away from the

Sun with a coronagraph (Burlaga et al., 2001). In this

paper, we will use the term ICMEs to designate the

interplanetary manifestations of CMEs. By the early

1980s, most of the characteristic signatures of ICMEs,

plasma and field properties, have been identified (see e.g.
d.
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Gosling, 1997; Neugebauer and Goldstein, 1997).

Among all signatures, the counterstreaming suprather-

mal electrons seem to provide the most unambiguous

indication of ICMEs (Gosling et al., 1987).

Some of the historical terms mentioned previously are

related with the plasma and field properties of the observed

structure. It has been postulated that if the ICMEs are

attached to the Sun one can have the magnetic ‘‘tongue’’

structure (Gold, 1962). If the fields are closed, one has a

cloud or magnetic bubble structure (Gonzalez et al., 1994).

Gosling et al. (1973) have observed the occurrence of low

proton temperature Tp in solar wind after shocks and

postulated the existence of magnetic bottles. Bame et al.

(1979) presented a visualization of the evolution of the

ICMEs in interplanetary space and described the driver gas

region as being characterized by low solar wind proton

density and temperature and intense and smooth magnetic

fields (see also Tsurutani et al., 1990). Frequently there is

also a lumpy distribution of enriched helium present

(Zwickl et al., 1983; Hirshberg et al., 1972). Sometimes,

within the driver gas, strong north–south interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) components occur. This occurs

mainly in the low plasma beta region, where magnetic

fields are relatively free of discontinuities and angular

changes/waves occur slowly (Zwickl et al., 1983; Tsurutani

et al., 1988). Choe et al. (1982) have found within the driver

gas an interval of low beta of 0.03–0.8, with 0.1 typical.

This region of space is frequently characterized by a bi-

directional electron/proton streaming (Gosling et al., 1987).

These regions of large variations in NS direction are called

magnetic clouds after Burlaga et al. (1981). Goldstein

(1983) and Marubashi (1986) presented the field config-

uration of MCs as a giant flux rope, with force free fields

generated by field aligned currents along the MC axis.

We will consider MCs as a subset of ICMEs (Klein

and Burlaga, 1982). These structures, MCs, are identi-

fied near 1 Astronomical Unit (AU) by (1) large-scale

smooth field rotations, (2) enhanced magnetic field

magnitude, and (3) decreased plasma temperatures

(e.g., the review by Burlaga (1991) and references

therein). MCs present dimensions around 0.2–0.3 AU,

and cross the spacecraft/Earth in 24 h (Burlaga et al.,

1981; Lepping and Berdichevsky, 2000). While only 10%

of all ICMEs identified with counterstreaming halo

electrons fit the above definition of MCs, with magnetic

field strength higher than 10 nT, roughly 1/3 of all

ICMES exhibit at least the large smooth field rotation

characteristics of MCs (Gosling et al., 1990).

Since MCs are an important source of southward

interplanetary magnetic field, the relation between MCs

and geomagnetic storms have been investigated by

several authors (Burlaga et al., 1981; Klein and Burlaga,

1982; Gonzalez and Tsurutani, 1987; Tsurutani et al.,

1988, 1992; Farrugia et al., 1995; Lepping and Berdi-

chevsky, 2000; Dal Lago et al., 2000, 2001; Wu and

Lepping, 2002a, b; Lepping et al., 2003).
In this work, a statistical study of the MC parameters

and their geoeffectiveness is performed for the whole

solar wind observation period. A large number of

magnetic clouds, 149, were analyzed during the

1966–2001 period, and the whole data set as well the

subsets defined by the polarization of magnetic cloud,

are studied.
2. Methodology of analyses

Magnetic clouds were selected through lists of ICMEs

events available in the literature (Klein and Burlaga,

1982; Marsden et al., 1987; Bothmer and Rust, 1997;

Bothmer and Schwenn, 1998; Bravo and Blanco-Cano,

1998; Crooker et al., 1998; Bravo et al., 1999; Blanco-

Cano and Bravo, 2001; Magnetic clouds table on-line

http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/mfi/mag_cloud_pub1.html,

2002). From these references, all ICMEs events were

analyzed by looking in plots generated from OMNIweb

database. Some events presented large data gaps, due to

the sparse coverage of solar wind. These events were not

considered for further analyses. Other events were

analyzed and MCs were identified using the criteria: (i)

high magnetic field strength; (ii) smooth rotation in the

Bz or By component; (iii) low proton temperature and

beta (Burlaga et al., 1981; Burlaga, 1995). Using these

criteria a total of 149 MCs events were selected in order

to perform the study. Since our main interest is to verify

the geoeffectiveness of MCs, we have not considered the

ones that present By rotation with Bz to north, which

are, in general, not geoeffective (in terms of the ejecta

field). The Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordi-

nates were used in this study.

Some difficulties were found conducting this analysis,

which was expected. MCs are very large structures and

only one point of observation is available, the space-

craft, which sometimes cross the ejecta far from the

main axis (Gonzalez et al., 1999). Another point is that

the magnetic cloud axis is not perfectly aligned (rotation

in Z) or perpendicular (rotation in Y) to the ecliptic

plane, with several possible intermediate inclinations

(Gonzalez et al., 1990). It was observed in some events a

rotation both in Y and in Z directions. In these cases, the

polarity of the cloud was defined according to the

component with the highest variation.

According to polarity, magnetic clouds were classified

in: NS-Yþ (Bz component rotating from north to south,

with By component in the East=þ direction); NS-Y�

(Bz component rotating from north to south, with By

component in the West=� direction); SN-Yþ

(Bz component rotating from south to north, with By

component in the East=þ direction); SN-Y� (Bz

component rotating from south to north, with

By component in the West=� direction); Y-S

http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/mfi/mag_cloud_pub1.html
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(By component rotating east to west or west to east

direction, with Bz component in the south direction).

The ring current Dst index was introduced in 1964

and it primarily measures the effects of ring current in

the geomagnetic field. It is based on hourly averages of

the horizontal component recorded at four low-latitude

observatories, subtracting the average solar quiet varia-

tion and the permanent magnetic field from the

disturbed one. It is available since 1957 (Sugiura,

1964). The hourly Dst index, for the studied period,

was obtained from the World Data Center for Geo-

magnetism, Kyoto. In order to classify the MC

geoeffectiveness, the Dst peak during the MC passage

through Earth was taken, and the geomagnetic activity

level was classified in intense, Dstp� 100, moderate,

�100oDstp� 50, or weak activity, �50oDstp� 30,

and in quiet periods, Dst4� 30 (Gonzalez et al., 1994).

As an example of the data that have been used in this

work, Fig. 1 shows a magnetic storm caused by a

magnetic cloud in the period April 16–17, 1999. Panels

are, from top to bottom: solar wind proton temperature

Tp, solar wind speed V sw, solar wind proton density Np,

interplanetary magnetic field magnitude B and compo-

nents (in geocentric solar magnetosphere coordinates—

GSM) Bx, By and Bz, plasma proton b, and the

geomagnetic symmetric index Sym-H. This index is

derived similarly to the Dst, but with a 1-min high-

resolution sampling. The solid line indicates the shock

and the magnetic cloud boundaries are delimited by the

dotted lines. Between the shock and the magnetic clouds

is the sheath region, where the plasma has turbulent

variations, because it was compressed and heated by the

shock. The increased dynamic pressure caused a very

impressive enhancement in the magnetopause Chap-

man–Ferraro current, as seen by the increase in the Sym-

H index. This particular MC is of the type SN, i.e., the

Bz component shows a rotation from south to north,

with the By component remaining most of the time

positive. Although in this paper we do not make a

difference if the geomagnetic storm is caused by the MC

itself or by the sheath region, in this example it was the S

field in the cloud that produced the geomagnetic storm,

with Dst peak of �91nT. The Sym-H peak is higher

ð�123 nTÞ because Dst is a 1 h average value, smoothing

large extreme in 1min data. In a recent paper, Li and

Luhmann (2004), examined how significantly the MC

portion of the disturbed period contributes to the

geoeffectiveness.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results for the whole set

The peak values within each MC, not including the

sheath region, of magnetic field strength, Bpeak, of solar
wind speed Vpeak, southward magnetic field component,

Bspeak and of Dstpeak have been determined. Table 1

shows the statistics of these parameters for the 149 MCs

data set, presenting the average value as well the

standard deviation, and the maximum and minimum

value for each parameter. It is also included in Table 1

the percentage of the Bspeak in relation to the total

Bpeak. The distributions for these parameters are shown

in Fig. 2.

The average value for Bpeak is 15.5 nT, with extrema

5.2 and 37.0 nT. The distribution seen in Fig. 2 is

asymmetric, showing a peak between 10 and 15 nT and

decreasing for extreme values. The Bspeak distribution

shows a similar behavior, with distribution maximum

between �5 and �10nT and average around �10 nT.

The percentage of Bspeak in relation to Bpeak is close to

70%. The distribution of solar wind maximum speed

inside the MCs shows three peaks between 400 and

550 km/s, with the peak closer to 400 km/s presenting the

highest occurrence. The average for Vpeak is 485 km/s.

The average storm intensity as quantified by Dstpeak is

�94nT, indicating moderate geomagnetic activity.

Dstpeak distribution has two peaks, around �30 and

�90nT.

An analysis of the time profiles for the Bs=B ratio for

13 MCs was conducted by Dal Lago et al. (2000). They

have concluded that during a large fraction of the MC

time crossing through the spacecraft, more than 60% of

the B value is in the Z direction. Tsurutani et al. (1988,

1992) have also observed that magnetic clouds, during

more than half time of its duration, show Bz southward

of the order of 70% of the B, or even more. In this work

only the peak percentage is being considered, not the

average or the entire profile inside the MCs, but it can be

concluded that percentages around 70% of the total

magnetic field in the southward direction are a

confirmed characteristic of magnetic clouds.

It has been noticed that, in general, slow ICMEs,

which usually do not form shocks, are not followed by

intense geomagnetic storms. However, recently, Tsur-

utani et al. (2004) have shown that sometimes slow

ICMEs do form shocks. They have defined ‘‘slow’’

ICMEs as the ones with core speed o400 km=s. They
have found that 5 of 27 events were led by shocks, from

which 4 were weak shocks. Also 5 MCs were followed by

intense magnetic storms due to intense and/or long

duration electric fields within the MCs. They have

observed also that these slow MCs do not follow the

linear Bpeak � Vpeak relationship. Their Bpeak distribu-

tion has maximum around 13 nT and Bspeak has

maximum around 7–11 nT. Nevertheless, most of slow

MCs were neither led by shocks nor caused intense

geomagnetic storms.

Initially, there was no physical justification of why

these low-speed ejecta could not have intense magnetic

fields. Gonzalez et al. (1998) analyzed two different
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Fig. 1. Example of a magnetic cloud SN Yþ observed by ACE spacecraft in April 16–17, 1999. Panels are, from top to bottom: solar

wind proton temperature Tp, solar wind speed Vp, solar wind proton density Np, interplanetary magnetic field magnitude B and

components (in GSM) Bx, By and Bz, plasma proton Beta and the geomagnetic symmetric index Sym. The shock is indicated by the

solid line, and the sheath and magnetic cloud regions are labeled.
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magnetic cloud sets and 1 set of ICMEs no-MCs. They

concluded that it is possible to obtain a Bpeak � Vpeak

relation, written as Bpeak ¼ a þ bVpeak only for the MC

sets. They obtained for their data set the following
equation: Bpeak ¼ �1:1þ 0:047Vpeak with a correlation

of r ¼ 0:71. This relation is a clear trend that MCs with

higher velocities will have higher B. Gonzalez et al.

(1998) have commented that, since fast MCs are
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followed by moderated and intense geomagnetic storms,

this would occur because of their high magnetic fields.

The absence of intense storms following slow ejecta

could then be accounted by their low magnetic field

magnitudes. Further works have confirmed this general

relation (Marubashi, 1998; Dal Lago et al., 2001).

Owens and Cargill (2002) have found the same

coefficient b ¼ 0:047 in their analysis of the solar wind

disturbed with B418 nT during more than 3 h. How-

ever, their analysis was not restricted to MCs.

Fig. 3 shows the Bpeak � Vpeak relation for the 149

MCs selected for this work. The equation we found for

the data is Bpeak ¼ 5:5þ 0:020Vpeak, with r ¼ 0:35,
Fig. 2. Distribution of the peak values for Bpeak (top panel on the left)

and Dstpeak (bottom panel on the right) for the 149 magnetic clouds

Table 1

Statistics of the whole magnetic cloud data set

Parameter Average/SD Minimum Maximum

Bpeak 15:5� 5:9nT 5.2 nT 37.0 nT

Vpeak 485� 101km=s 325 km/s 820 km/s

Bspeak �10:5� 5:2 nT �31.0 nT �2.4 nT

Dstpeak �93:8� 55:0 nT �288nT �5 nT

Perc. (Bspeak=Bpeak) 67:8� 19:3% 15.2% 100%
different from the one found by Gonzalez et al. (1998).

Dal Lago et al. (2001) have analyzed 54 magnetic

clouds, not including in their data the ones compressed

by corrotating high-speed streams. They have found an

equation given by Bpeak ¼ 6:2þ 0:024Vpeak, with

r ¼ 0:60. This equation is very similar to the one

presented here, including the angular coefficient, b,

0.024 against 0.020. These coefficients indicate that, for

each 100 km/s of increase in Vpeak, an increase between

2.0 and 2.5 nT in the Bpeak would be expected, against an

increase of 4.7 nT predicted by the Gonzalez et al. (1998)

relation.

The discrepancy in the coefficients seems to be due to

the number of events and the criteria used to select them.

While Gonzalez et al. (1998) have choose only 13 well-

behaved MCs, both in Dal Lago et al. (2001) and in the

present work a larger number of magnetic clouds were

selected, including the ones when the satellite has

crossed far from the axial direction. Particularly in this

work, slow magnetic clouds, magnetic clouds com-

pressed by corotating interaction regions (CIRs) high-

speed streams and with rotation in Y have been used. In

this sense, the present analyses is more complete,

including a larger number of MCs. From this large
, Vpeak (top panel on the right), Bspeak (bottom panel on the left)

set.
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Fig. 3. Relation between Bpeak and Vpeak for the 149 magnetic clouds set.
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MC data set analysis one can conclude: (i) although the

correlation is low, the Bpeak–Vpeak relation is confirmed,

i.e., its validity was extended; (ii) the angular coefficient

is similar to the one found by Dal Lago et al. (2001) in

an independent study, and seems to be more appro-

priated when one includes a large number of events

crossed by the spacecrafts in different positions; (iii) the

linear coefficient, a, could also have some physical

significance: the coefficient around 5–6 nT observed in

this work and in the one of Dal Lago et al. (2001) is very

close to the background interplanetary magnetic field,

around 5 nT (Parks, 1991). Considering that, the linear

equation between Bpeak and Vpeak tells that, when the

Vpeak is zero, i.e., there is no mass ejection in the solar

wind, the magnetic field is the one of the quiet solar

wind.

From the 149 MCs data set, 18 were followed by CIR

high-speed streams. When these 18 particular clouds are

not included, the equation is Bpeak ¼ 3:45þ 0:024Vpeak

with r ¼ 0:42. It is interesting to note that now the

coefficient is exactly the same as the one found by Dal

Lago et al. (2001), who have also not included the

compressed MCs in their analysis.

The implication of this Bpeak–Vpeak proportionality

for geoeffectiveness is that, for faster magnetic clouds,

the magnetic field will be more intense, with a

significative southward component, as pointed out

above. Then the energy transfer from solar wind to the

magnetosphere, controlled by the convection electric

field Ey ¼ �VBs (Gonzalez et al., 1994) is enhanced by

both factor, V and B. This result excludes the possibility
of a fast MC with low B causing intense geomagnetic

storms (Gonzalez et al., 1998).

A possible physical mechanism responsible by this

relation is presently not known. Compression of the

cloud is occuring, but it is not possible to affirm that

the increase in B should be attributed only to this effect.

The mechanism of acceleration and liberation of ICMEs

in the Sun could be partly responsible also for the higher

magnetic field values (Gonzalez et al., 2001). Results

from a numerical simulation by Wu and Guo (1997)

showed that the radial velocity in the middle of the flux

rope (magnetic cloud) erupting across a helmet streamer

is proportional to the azimuthal B component.

The geoeffectiveness of the total MC set was

evaluated, by determining the percentage of magnetic

clouds that were followed by each type of geomagnetic

activity. The storms were determined by looking in the

Dst peak during or after the MC, thus the effect is not

purely due to the MC fields; pre-existent Bs fields can be

contributing. Many storms are known to have a double

or triple phase, being caused by an association of fields

(Kamide et al., 1998). Echer and Gonzalez (2004) have

found that, for MCs associated with shocks, the

percentage of geoeffective events is slightly higher

(81%) then when considering all MCs, which indicates

that the combined effect of sheath and MC fields leads

to a higher number of MCs being followed by

moderateþ intense storms. Recently, Li and Luhmann

(2004) have shown that half of the time the cloud

portion of the disturbance provides the sole or major

contribution to the resulting geomagnetic storm, and
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Fig. 4. Graph sector showing the percentage of magnetic

clouds followed by each type of geomagnetic activity conditions

for the 149 magnetic clouds set.

Table 2

Distribution of NS and SN MC polarities in function of solar

cycle epochs

Solar cycle epoch NS (%) SN (%)

Solar minimum 1973–1978 40 60

Solar minimum 1983–1988 80 20

Solar minimum 1993–1998 19 81

Solar maximum 1966–1971 60 40

Solar maximum 1977–1982 38 62

Solar maximum 1987–1992 75 25

Solar maximum 1998–2001 29 71
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often (about 30% of the cases) the sheath portion of the

MC period provides significant contribution to the

storm. Wu and Lepping (2002a, b), analyzing 4 years

of Wind data have shown that around 21% of the

storms are caused by sheath plus MC fields.

Fig. 4 shows a sector graph of the distribution of

magnetic clouds according to the geomagnetic level that

followed each one. It can be seen that most of magnetic

clouds cause intense or moderate magnetic storms

(77.2% of the total). The small percentage of weak

geomagnetic activity or quiet periods after MCs could

be accounted by the presence of slow magnetic clouds,

which have a lower total magnetic field and conse-

quently a lower southward magnetic field, besides its

lower speed. Consequently the convection electric field

Ey would be lower. This statistic results confirms the

strong geoeffectiveness of magnetic clouds.
3.2. Results for MC polarity subsets

Magnetic clouds with rotation in Bz and axial field in

By are also called bipolar structures, being classified in

SEN (SN-Yþ), SWN (SN-Y�), NES (NS-Yþ), NWS

(NS-Y�). The MCs with rotation in By and axial field in

Bz (Y-S, Y-N) are called unipolar structures (Gonzalez

and Gonzalez, 1990; Mulligan et al., 1998).

From the whole data set of 149 MCs, 51 are of the

type NS, 15 are Y-S, and 83 are of the type SN.

Considering polarity, it was observed 27 MCs of type

NS-Yþ, 24 MCs of type NS-Y�, 48 MCs of the type

SN-Yþ, 35 of the type SN-Y�. Considering only the NS

and SN clouds, one has a total of 134, from which 38%

are of the type NS and 62% of the type SN.

In the analysis of MC polarity per solar cycle, it is

important to remember that the period with larger

number of solar wind observations was between
1978–1992 and 1995–2001, both periods of solar

maximum. In the remaining of the period, observations

are sparse, which makes a direct comparison, between

maxima and minima solar cycles, difficult. The MC

polarity percentage per solar cycle phase was determined

and it is shown in Table 2. Results show that during

periods close to odd solar cycle maxima—cycles 21 and

23, the SNMCs predominate, while during periods close

to even solar cycle maxima, 20 and 22, NS MCs

predominate. It can be also observed that for solar

minima periods, during the ones preceding odd cycles,

SN MCs predominate, while NS MCs predominate for

the ones preceding even cycles. The polarity in Y was

not analyzed because of the small number of events (15).

The MC polarity varies in response to changes in the

magnetic structure of their source region. The forward

MC fields would be controlled by the polarity of the

global solar magnetic field, while the inclination of the

coronal streamer belt controls the clouds axial symmetry

(Mulligan et al., 1998, 2000). The orientation of the

forward MC field is the same as the global dipole solar

magnetic field. Fig. 5 shows a sketch of the solar

magnetic field and MC polarity for alternate solar cycle.

On the left is shown the situation for descending and

minimum phases of even solar cycles and ascending and

maximum of odd solar cycles; on the right the situation

for descending and minimum phases of odd solar cycles

and the ascending and maximum of even solar cycles.

Close to odd solar cycle maximum the polarity is

positive in the solar northern hemisphere while close to

the even solar cycle maxima it is positive in solar

southern hemisphere. Thus, during odd solar cycle

maximum, the predominant polarity of MC should be

SN, because the global forward field in the Sun would be

to south, while during even solar maximum the polarity

predominant of MC should be NS, which is in

agreement with the observations. In general, SN MCs

occurs more frequently during periods between even and

odd solar maxima while NS MCs occur between odd

and even solar maxima (Fenrich and Luhmann, 1998).

The results presented in this paper are in agreement

with previous works. Zhang and Burlaga (1988) and
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MC SN MC NSBsun Bsun

Max Odd Max Even

Fig. 5. Relation between the global magnetic field of the Sun

and the dominant MC polarity. On the left, solar cycle with

positive polarity in the northern hemisphere (odd cycles

maximum) and on the right, solar cycle with negative polarity

in the southern hemisphere (even cycles maximum).

Table 3

Statistics of SN-Yþ MC parameters

Parameter Mean/SD Minimum Maximum

Bpeak 16:0� 6:3 nT 7.5 nT 35.0 nT

Vpeak 493� 109km=s 350 km/s 820 km/s

Bspeak �11:1� 6:0nT �31.0 nT �3.3 nT

Dstpeak �92:0� 55:4nT �240 nT �33 nT

Perc. (Bspeak=Bpeak) 69:4� 19:1% 24.3% 97.6%

Table 4

Statistics of SN-Y�MC parameters

Parameter Mean/SD Minimum Maximum

Bpeak 15:3� 6:4 nT 8.0 nT 37.0 nT

Vpeak 490� 114km=s 345 km/s 788 km/s

Bspeak �11:0� 4:6 nT �22.7 nT �4.6 nT

Dstpeak �105:6� 54:1nT �256nT �28 nT

Perc. (Bspeak=Bpeak) 73:6� 17:8% 29.7% 100%
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Bothmer and Schwenn (1998) have studied MCs and

found that most of them were SN during 1974–1982 era.

Mulligan et al. (1998) studied the 1979–1988 period and

they found solar cycle dependence in the Bz signal of

bipolar clouds. MC bipolar occurs preferentially during

solar minimum to the solar maximum, when the large-

scale neutral line and the coronal streamer belt are more

flat and equatorial. The peak of unipolar MCs (highly

inclined flux ropes) occurs during the declining phase,

when the neutral line/streamer belt are highly inclined to

the ecliptic. They concluded that MCs are controlled by

the large-scale coronal magnetic field of streamer belt.

Most cloud structures are not severely inclined with

respect to the ecliptic plane (Lepping and Berdichevsky,

2000).

Li and Luhmann (2004) have studied MCs during

1978–2002 period and they have found, during

1978–1982, 9 NS and 22 SN; during 1995–2002, 10 NS

and 36 SN; and during 1983–1992, 6 NS and 2 SN. For

unipolar MCs, they found, during 1978–1982, 3 N and 4

S; during 1995–2002, 5 N and 13 S. They have found

that both, bipolar and unipolar MCs show little trend

with solar cycle. During solar cycles 21 and 23, SN MCs

predominate. SN MCs during 21 decreases in number

with the progress of the declining phase; its polarity

seems to reverse, such that SN MC prevails in the last

half declining phase and NS MCs continues to increase

in occurrence until the following solar maximum. SN

clouds increased after the solar minimum 23. However,

the small number of events brings difficulties to the

interpretation. Li and Luhmann (2004) as well as

Mulligan et al. (1998) showed that SN MCs prevails

over NS in odd cycles and the reverse is true in even

cycles. Thus, the present work results confirm, with a

wider database, these previous findings.

The prevailing polarity cases decrease in number

towards the solar minimum, while the secondary

polarity clouds start to increase in number, only

becoming predominant after the later part of the

declining phase. Therefore, the predominance of the

magnetic cloud polarity reverses within the later part of

the declining phase near the solar minimum, but does
not coincide with either the solar minimum when the

new polarity sunspots begin to emerge or the solar

maximum when the large scale solar polar field reverses

(Li and Luhmann, 2004).
3.3. Statistics of MC polarity subsets

The average parameters of each MC polarity class are

presented in the same format as Table 1, in Tables 3–7,

respectively for the data set of MCs SN-Yþ, SN-Y�,

NS-Yþ, NS-Y� and Y-S. It is seen that, for the same

type of Z rotation, there are slight differences between

the MC average properties, in function of their Y

polarity (as well in relation to the whole set). It is

observed that SN MCs present higher average Vpeak

(490–493 km/s) than NS MCs (472–476 km/s) and Y

MCs (480 km/s). These differences are lower than the

standard deviation, but they could have some physical

significance.

The Bpeak–Vpeak relation was also obtained for the

different polarity MCs data set. Fig. 6 shows the relation

between Bpeak and Vpeak for NS-Yþ MCs (top panel on

the left), NS-Y� MCs (top panel on the right), SN-Yþ

MCs (middle panel on the left), SN-Y� MCs (middle

panel on the right) and Y-S MCs (bottom panel). The

regression coefficients, a and b, for these 5 MCs classes

are presented in Table 8, and the r coefficient for each

data set is included in Fig. 6.

A tendency for MCs with higher Vpeak presenting

higher Bpeak can be also noted for the MC data sets

considering polarity. Table 8 presents the values of a and

b for the considered subsets. The coefficient a varies
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Table 5

Statistics of NS-Yþ MC parameters

Parameter Mean/SD Minimum Maximum

Bpeak 13:2� 4:5 nT 5.2 nT 23.9 nT

Vpeak 472� 103km=s 325 km/s 770 km/s

Bspeak �8:0� 3:9nT �19.5 nT �2.4 nT

Dstpeak �84:6� 67:5nT �288 nT �5 nT

Perc. (Bspeak/Bpeak) 60:5� 18:8% 15.2% 98.2%

Table 6

Statistics of NS-Y�MC parameters

Parameter Mean/SD Minimum Maximum

Bpeak 16:5� 5:4 nT 8.4 nT 30.9 nT

Vpeak 476� 77 km=s 400 km/s 700 km/s

Bspeak �11:4� 5:3nT �212 nT �3.8 nT

Dstpeak �90:8� 42:0nT �211 nT �35 nT

Perc. (Bspeak/Bpeak) 67:7� 20:0% 26.8% 97.5%

Table 7

Statistics of Y-S MC parameters

Parameter Mean/SD Minimum Maximum

Bpeak 16:6� 6:2 nT 7.9 nT 27.0 nT

Vpeak 480� 72 km=s 354 km/s 600 km/s

Bspeak �10:1� 4:4nT �16.9 nT �3.7 nT

Dstpeak �93:8� 50:9nT �226 nT �23 nT

Perc. (Bspeak/Bpeak) 62:1� 19:8% 25.0% 96.3%
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between 4 and 8 nT for bipolar MCs, but this variation

in within the standard deviations. The coefficient b

varies between 0.015 and 0.026. For Y MCs the a

coefficient is larger and the b coefficient is smaller than

the ones obtained previously. Considering the r coeffi-

cient, the bipolar MCs present similar correlations, with

r in the range 0.37–0.43 (see Fig. 6), which is close to r

obtained for the whole data set. These very low

correlation coefficients close to 0.4 indicate that less

than 16% of the Bpeak variation could be explained by

the linear dependency on Vpeak. In fact, the results

presented here are well below to the ones founded by

Gonzalez et al. (1998) and Dal Lago et al. (2001), who

obtained correlations of 50% and 36%, respectively.

Although the correlation is low and the data points

dispersion is large, it is still possible to see that there is a

trend to high magnetic field strength events have also

high speeds. The high data point dispersion can be

explained because the event selection in this work was

not so restricted as the one performed in other works,
with a larger MC data set including events less well

defined than that of Gonzalez et al. (1998).

For Y MCs, the correlation coefficient is even lower,

r ¼ 0:13. This result could be an indication that the

Bpeak–Vpeak proportionality is not valid or that it is not

maintained for highly inclined magnetic clouds. If the

proportionality Bpeak–Vpeak is a characteristic only of

bipolar magnetic clouds, it could give some hint of a

physical mechanism; perhaps the difference being in the

ejection of highly inclined and low inclined CMEs.

Observational and theoretical/computational studies are

needed to check it.

The geoeffectiveness for the MC subset data con-

sidering polarity was also investigated. Fig. 7 shows

sector graphs with the percentage of magnetic clouds

followed by each type of geomagnetic activity conditions

for the five subsets: NS-Yþ (top panel on the left),

NS-Y� (top panel on the right), Y-S (middle panel),

SN-Yþ (bottom panel on the left), SN-Y� (bottom

panel on the right).

As before, the geoeffectiveness is considered by

counting the number of intenseþmoderate storms

following each MC class. The occurrence of magnetic

activity conditions is slightly different for each class.

Nevertheless, the number of geoeffective MCs within

each class is comparable with the whole data set

(�77%). The class NS-Yþ presents results slightly

different (only 66.6% are geoeffective), since a smaller

number of intense storms and a higher number of weak

storms followed it, compared to the other subsets. The

other MC classes present a distribution similar to the

whole set, and between 73% and 85% of these clouds

are followed by geoeffective events (73% �SNYþ,

80.0% of Y, 83.3% of NSY� and 85.7% of SNY�).

Moderate storms are, generally, the most usual type of

geomagnetic activity after a MC (around 40%), but

intense activity also follows a large percentage of MCs

(see Fig. 7). Few MCs are followed by weak activity and

an even lower number is followed by quiet conditions.

Probably these MCs are the slowest ones, with low

speeds and low-magnetic fields. From Fig. 7 it is seen

that NS-Yþ MCs are the less geoeffective, causing less

intense storms, although the number of moderate storms

is similar to the other MC classes. It is also observed that

SN-Y� and YS clouds are more related to intense

storms. However, this result could be masked by the

presence, in the case of multiple steps storms, of pre-

existing fields in sheath region (Kamide et al., 1998;

Vieira et al., 2001).

The type Y� seems to be more geoeffective for both

NS and SN rotation. The importance of the Y-

component of the interplanetary magnetic field could

be due to the magnetic line reconnection in the

magnetopause, although this should be a minor effect.

It can be seen that the geoeffectiveness of each MC class

is in agreement with the differences observed in MC
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Fig. 6. Relation between Bpeak and Vpeak for NS-Yþ MCs (top panel on the left), NS-Y� MCs (top panel on the right), SN-Yþ MCs

(middle panel on the left), SN-Y� MCs (middle panel on the right) and Y-S MCs (bottom panel).

Table 8

Regression coefficients of the Bpeak–Vpeak relation for the MCs

classes

MC polarity Coefficient a (nT) Coefficient b (nT/km/s)

NS-Yþ 4:4� 3:8 0:019� 0:008
NS-Y� 3:9� 6:7 0:026� 0:014
SN-Yþ 3:9� 3:9 0:024� 0:007
SN-Y� 7:8� 4:7 0:015� 0:009
Y 11:1þ 11:6 0:011� 0:024
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parameters (Tables 3–8). The MC SN-Y� class (Table 4)

is the most geoeffective and also the one that shows the

highest percentage of southward interplanetary mag-

netic fields (73%). The MC classes SN-Yþ and NS-Y�

also show large absolute values of B and Bs. Further, the

less geoeffective class, NS-Yþ, presents the lowest

average total and southward interplanetary magnetic
field. Thus the small statistical differences observed

through the average parameters for the different subsets

seem to be an indication of true physical differences,

which are coherent with each MC class geoeffectiveness.

Klein and Burlaga (1982) have not observed a

significant difference in the storm intensity according

to the MC class. However, they have observed that the

beginning of the storm main phase depends on the MC

polarity. Wilson (1987) has also shown that a small

fraction of MCs, in spite of having long duration

southward magnetic fields, did not cause magnetic

storms. Zhang and Burlaga (1988) analyzed 19 MCs

observed during 1978–1982 and reported several differ-

ences among MCs of different polarities. The number of

SN MCs observed by them was higher than of NS MCs,

and the SN MCs were associated with periods when

solar wind speeds where higher. The disturbances caused

by these clouds were of about �100nT. During the

passage of SN clouds, the Dst decrease is due to the

forward field regions, while for NS clouds the Dst
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Fig. 7. Graph sector showing the percentage of magnetic clouds followed by each type of geomagnetic activity conditions for the MC

class: NS-Yþ (top panel on the left), NS-Y� (top panel on the right), Y-S (middle panel), SN-Yþ(bottom panel on the left), SN-Y�

(bottom panel on the right).
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decrease occurs due to the rear region fields. Vieira et al.

(2002) observed that NS MCs show higher time-

integrated values of Ey than SN MCs, i.e., it is necessary

more time of energy injection in the magnetosphere for

an NS MC causing a given geomagnetic activity

disturbance level.

Badruddin (1998), using the same data set of MCs as

Klein and Burlaga (1982), separated the MCs in classes

led by shocks, followed by CIRs and isolated. He has

found that geomagnetic index ap amplitude was higher

for MCs associated with shocks; this is in agreement

with which was observed by Echer and Gonzalez (2004)

considering MC with shocks and the whole MC data set.

Furthermore, Badruddin (1998) has found that ap is

higher for SN clouds in the classes associated with
shocks and isolated, and for NS in the class associated

with CIRs. The last association might occur because of

high-speed compression in MCs, while the former is

probably due to sheath effects conjoint with MC fields.

Wu and Lepping (2002a) have studied 34 WINDMCs

during 1994–1998 period and they have found that 25%

of them were not associated with shocks. They have also

determined that from their 34 MCs, �12% did not have

association with storms ðDstp� 30 nTÞ, against 3% in

the present study. They have also found high correlation

between Dst and Bspeak: r�0:77; 0:79 and 0.81 for all,

NS and SN clouds, respectively. By considering the total

number of storms with Dstp� 80 nT during

1964–2000, 261 storms, they found that 22% storms

were associated with MCs.
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Wu et al. (2003) in an updated study, used 68 MCs

observed by WIND during 1994–2002 and they have

found that �91% of MCs were followed by at least

weak storms. For the 9% remaining, the spacecraft

might have crossed far from the central axis of the MCs.

Li and Luhmann (2004) have studied MCs during

1978–2002 and have selected 25 NS and 60 SN. They

observed that Dstpeak ranged from �20 to �250 nT for

NS and from �20 to �330 nT to SN classes. Thus SN

clouds have more intense storms associated with. Also

they have observed that 1/3 of moderate or intense

storms in that period (Dstp� 50 nT) were caused by

MCs, while 70% of very intense storms ðDstp�

200nTÞ were associated with MCs. Li and Luhmann

(2004) also found that SN MCs were followed by storms

varying from Dstpeak�� 28 to �256nT and NS MCs

varying from �5 to �288 nT.
4. Conclusions

A statistical analysis of a 149 MC data set parameters

and geoeffectiveness during 1966–2001 period was done

in this work. The main results obtained can be

summarized as it follows:
	
 The Bpeak–Vpeak relation, first found by Gonzalez

et al. (1998), was confirmed for the MC with rotation

in Z direction, but it is not conclusive for MCs with

rotation in Y direction. The angular coefficient found

for the whole data set was however, half of the value

found by Gonzalez et al. (1998).
	
 Overall, 77% of MCs are geoeffective, in the sense

that they are followed by intense or moderate

magnetic storms, with the percentage of peak south-

ward magnetic field within the clouds reaching 70%

of the total magnetic field.
	
 The geoeffectiveness of MCs varies accordingly to the

MC polarity. These differences in geoeffectiveness are

in agreement with the differences in the MC para-

meters. The more geoeffective MC class is the SNY�

type, which has also the highest percentage of the peak

southward magnetic field; the less geoeffective class is

the NSYþ class, which has the lowest values of

magnetic field strength, southward magnetic field and

the peak of Bs. Thus the geoeffectiveness of the MCs is

found to be dependent on their intrinsic southward

magnetic field intensity, which was expected on the

basis of the magnetic reconnection being the main

solar wind-magnetosphere energy transfer mechanism.
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